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Figure S1 PCR amplification of a 1400 bp fragment of the target BGC performed on groups of 10 yeast clones. Positive amplification of target region indicated by "*". Positive and negative controls with and without CNT-302 gDNA shown as "+" and "-", respectively. Lanes loaded with 1 kb-plus DNA ladder (ThermoFisher) labeled with "L". In order to further confirm proper assembly and integration of plasmid pCAP01-COS, regions A-F depicted above were amplified and Sanger sequenced. Results confirmed the sequence of the integrated pathway was correct for all amplicons. A total of 10 kb of the pathway was covered by the sequencing effort. Figure S4 . PCR amplification of integrated cosmomycin pathway
After integrating pCAP01-COS into the genome of S. coelicolor M512, various regions were amplified by PCR to confirm their size, proper assembly, and integration.
Expected Size (bp) Fragmentation of parent ion 1173.59 shows losses corresponding to sugar moieties of cosmomycin C. The initial loss of 228 mass units correspond to the B ions of two rhodinose moieties, the two outermost sugars on one of the trisaccharide chains. The second loss of 244 corresponds to rhodinose and 2-deoxyfucose lost from the second trisaccharide chain. The last shift seen represents the loss of rhodosamine, with a B ion mass of 157. All three sugars can be seen in the lower mass range of the spectrum. Fragmentation of parent ion 1159.5919 shows an initial loss of 228 mass units corresponding to the B ions of two rhodinose moieties, the two outermost sugars on one of the trisaccharide chains. The second loss of 244 corresponds to rhodinose and 2-deoxyfucose lost from the second trisaccharide chain. Although the sugar masses fragmented here are identical to the sugars lost from cosmomycin C, the mass of the rest of the molecule is 14 Daltons lighter than cosmomycin C at each stage of fragmentation. This suggests the lack of a methylene group the aglycone. SI12 The initial loss of 228 mass units corresponds to the B ions of two rhodinose residues, the two outermost sugar units on one of the trisaccharide chains. The second loss of 244 corresponds to rhodinose and 2-deoxyfucose lost from the second trisaccharide chain. The mass shifts of the sugar moieties fragmented here match the first two fragments of cosmomycin C, indicating the same glycosylation pattern on the four outermost sugars. The mass of the unfragmented molecule, as well as the mass of the first three fragments, show a mass shift of -30 Daltons compared to cosmomycin C. This mass shift is consistent with the loss of an oxygen and a methylene group, suggesting this species is desoxy, desmethyl-cosmomycin C (compound B). NMR Spectrum of cosmomycin C shows three distinct aromatic protons at 7.92 ppm, 7.72 ppm, and 7.33 ppm. Sugar protons can be seen from 3.5 to 5.5 ppm, and the Nmethyl protons from the inner rhodosamines can be seen at 2.17 and 2.14. SI14 Figure S13 . 1 
H NMR spectrum of A
NMR Spectrum of compound 4 shows three distinct aromatic protons at 7.92 ppm , 7.72 ppm, and 7.33 ppm. Sugar protons can be seen from 3.5 to 5.5 ppm, and the N-methyl protons from the inner rhodosamines can be seen at 2.17 and 2.14. SI15 In the HSQC spectrum of compound 1 was acquired using 12.5% non-uniform sampling and reconstructed using SMILE 2 and NMRPipe 3 the triplet at 1.09 can clearly be seen correlating to carbon 14 of the aglycone which has a diagnostic chemical shift of 6.7 ppm. Also in the expanded region, the methyl protons attached to carbon six of all six sugars can be seen correlating to carbons with chemical shifts from ~17 to 18.3 ppm, matching literature values. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Figure S15. HSQC spectrum of 1 SI17 Figure S16 . HSQC NMR spectrum of A
In the HSQC spectrum of compound A, the triplet at 1.09 ppm corresponding to carbon 14 is missing, and an additional singlet peak at 1.47 ppm which correlates to a carbon with a chemical shift of 26.8 ppm can be clearly seen. This data suggests the new peak represents carbon 13, which is now a terminal methyl group rather than a methylene. Such a structure is consistent with the canonical propionate PKS starter unit of cosmomycin being replaced by a malonate starter unit in the heterologous host. SI18
COSY correlation between carbon 14 protons observed at 1.09 ppm and two protons with chemical shifts of 1.76 and 1.82 (circled). These shifts are consistent with literature values for protons 13a and 13b. [6] [7] [8] Figure S17
. COSY NMR spectrum of 1 SI19 Figure S18 . Molecular network of cosmomycin native producers and heterologous host Molecular network generated using the GNPS algorithm. 9, 10 Red nodes are found only in the heterologous host, while orange nodes are found only in CNS-615. Nodes colored purple are found in both strains. CNT-302 extracts were included in the networking, but no compounds related to cosmomycin were present. In addition to our own extracts, publicly available data on the strains was also included in the network (MassIVE accession: MSV000078836) 11 and visualization was performed by cytoscape. 12 The cosmomycin molecular family is highlighted and expanded. 
